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TekyGo! Origin Story
TekyGo! lives in a secret and mystical world that exists 
inside all of our computers, tablets, phones and TV 
screens. Inside these devices exists a colour-filled and 
wonderful small world that not even an ant could see it.

Like you, TekyGo! is tired of playing the same old boring 
games and watching the same old boring shows. Like 
you, TekyGo! wants to play by embarking on new and 
fantastically magical adventures. 

While searching for somewhere new to explore, TekyGo! 
came across our world. A world so exciting and 
wonderful that TekyGo! couldn’t wait to visit and make 
new friends.  The only problem is that our world and 
TekyGo!’s world can only be joined by the Magic Portal. 
But, there is a very important trick to helping TekyGo! 
travel through the portal. The 4 magic words that will 
transport TekyGo! can only be spoken by children from 
our world and only by children who have the magic 
spark. TekyGo! needs the help of every little one out 
there. TekyGo! needs the magic of the spark!

So, let’s give it a try. Turn on your Portal and shout those 
4 magic words…

3,2,1…TekyGo! 



Junior Bouncer Bundle

The Junior Bouncer bundle includes everything you 
need to get started with no additional accessories 
required.

This bundle includes:
•TekyGo! Portal
•Trampoline Sensor
•Junior Bouncer Trampoline (35kg max weight)



Portal Sensor Bundle

The TekyGo! portal and sensor are compatible with 
any children’s trampoline! Visit our website  at 
www.tekygo.com for more information.

The TekyGo! Portal is designed exclusively for 
TekyGo! gameplay and activity experiences and has 
a growing library of exclusive games built for the 
system.

This bundle includes:
•TekyGo! Portal
•Trampoline Sensor
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@Socialdad

“                          ”

“Absolutely Amazing”
@irlwaifu

“This product is going to revolutionize 
the daycare and home world!”

Mary Ennamorato - Daycare Operator

“Perfect For Kids Under 2!”
@lifewithsass 

Accolades
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